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Quick Update
• 2009 ADP for AtomDB

– Co-Is Brickhouse, Kallman
– Funding post-doc Adam Foster @ CfA, 

previously in the fusion / ADAS world
– Will update and merge collisional, 

photoionized atomic databases
– Version 2.0.0 of AtomDB being readied 

now.
– Will include apec release, with built-in 

NEI and density-dependent abilities.
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H-like : All transitions of astrophysically abundant 
metals (C→Ni) are in the X-ray band.  Lyα/Lyβ is a 
useful temperature diagnostic; Lyα is quite bright.

He-like: Δn≥1 transitions are all bright and in X-ray.  The 
n=2→1 transitions have 4 transitions which are useful 
diagnostics, although R=300 required to separate them.

Ne-like: Primarily Fe XVII; two groups of bright emission 
lines at 15Å and 17Å; ionization state and density 
diagnostics.  
 … and don’t forget the Fe L-shell in general… 
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H-like : Up to n=10, n<6 from R-matrix, n>5 from FAC.  
All elements with Z=6 – 30 included.  Also DR, RR 
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He-like: Up to n=10, n<6 from R-matrix, n>5 from FAC.  
All elements with Z=6 – 30 included.  Also DR, RR 
updates

Fe L shell: Updated using R-matrix calculations from the 
Iron Project.   Higher n transitions from existing HULLAC 
calculations retained.  Also DR, RR updates.





ATOMDB
• New web site:

http://www.atomdb.org/
Describes code, physics, 

answers basic questions

• Will have new tools to 
simplify data analysis

• Will allow submission of 
new data for 
consideration (we’ll still 
trawl the journals too)

http://www.atomdb.org/
http://www.atomdb.org/


Webguide will see 
some major 
advances – 
please let me 
know what you’d 
like to see in the 
‘new’ Webguide

http://cxc.harvard.edu/atomdb/WebGUIDE/



Spectroscopy Issues & Answers

• Accurate Line Ratios
• Complete Line Lists
• Fe L shell Problems
• Model Errors



Line Ratio Uses

[Left] Temperature diagnostic in Ne IX (triplets/singlet) 
[Right] Density diagnostic in Ne IX (forbidden/intercomb)
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The poor fit between 9-12 Å is 
likely due to missing lines, not 
bad modeling. 



But we’re still missing lines…



Fe L: Accuracy of APEC, FAC

Adding DR transitions helps significantly (Gu 03)

Desai+ 05



But look at a larger bandpass…

Note the 
issues when 
comparing 
UV and X-
ray lines…

Desai et al 2005



These uncertainties cause real problems

Substantial differences persist between 
experimental and calculated ratios

AtomDB 
2.0.0 curve
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But errors in the approximation method, of 
course, are beyond the scope of this 
statement.  It is hard to know the accuracy 
of your atomic model in any detail.



Dealing with Model Errors
• Theoretical cross section errors tend to be 

correlated, not random

• Typical quoted values range from 5-30% 
for rates & cross sections.

• Wavelengths are often 1%, or with great 
effort, 0.1%.  (Remember that at 10Å, 0.1% 

is 0.01Å, or 300 km/s)

• I propose running a range of test cases to 
check sensitivity of results to input errors 
and to give users some advice…



He-like Sensitivity Testing

Oxygen He-like lines: 20% error in atomic data 
             factor of 2 error in Te



Becomes worse as Z increases

   Iron He-like/Lyman: 20% error in atomic data 
             factor of 3 error in Te



Conclusion

As more high-resolution X-ray spectra 
become available, the X-ray astrophysics 
community, including 
 laboratory astrophysicists, 
 observers, and 
 modellers, 
needs a common storehouse of accurate 
and complete atomic data that can be 
easily accessed in order to analyze this data.
 



Backup





AtomDB v2.0.0
•The next release for AtomDB is 
undergoing beta testing now.
•Major updates include R-matrix data 
for He and H like ions, and for all the 
iron L-shell.
•Release should be soon. Sign up for 
updates/downloads at 
www.atomdb.org!



Ever heard of ADAS?
http://open.adas.ac.uk/

• The fusion community is, in a 
number of ways, ahead of us. 

• ADAS (Atomic Data and 
Analysis Structure) is a  suite of 
atomic codes, analysis tools, 
and atomic data

• Now available at OPEN-ADAS

• But! designed for atomic 
physicists, not astrophysicists


